Addendum 1

Q&A:

1. Access Control Point – is there a count of doors?
   • The proposed video system should provide integration capability with all doors equipped with electronic access control and covered by surveillance cameras. So far, we have planned to have integrated access control with all building exterior doors and parking floors stairwells.

2. Does EVMS intend to have a Backup Server?
   • Yes, we would like to receive a server backup solution.

3. Will the Premisys system be updated?
   • Yes, it will be updated in December 2019. Access control integration should be done with Premisys last version.

4. Would EVMS be interested in in a different camera solution other than Genetec?
   • As specified in the RFP, the decisions to have GENETEC is definitive and no substitutions are allowed.

5. The emergency communication system you are asking for is there a specific brand or system type you are looking for?
   • No, we are not looking for a specific brand. However, proposed solution has to follow RFP specifications such as: be POE, use provided configurations, switches and CAT6 cabling; proposed call boxes need to be unified by Genetec with proposed video system (use the same server infrastructure) and integrated with access control (Identicard PremiSys), etc.

6. What is the estimated cost of the Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System project?
   • Not available

7. Has the Department allocated funding for the Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System yet? If so, through which source (budget, CIP, state/federal grant, etc.)?
   • Yes, funding has been allocated. Project is state funded.

8. How is the Department currently meeting this need?
   • Not available

9. Which vendor provides the incumbent Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System?
   • Not available

10. Would it be possible to name the three greatest challenges the Department is having with their current solution?
    • Please refer RFP documents for more information.
11. Who is the technical contact and/or project manager for the Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System?  
   • Please refer RFP documents for more information.

12. Which operating platform does the Department currently use?  
   • Please refer RFP documents for more information.

13. Which operating platform is desired for the Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System?  
   • Please refer RFP documents for more information.

14. Which other systems will have to integrate/interface with the Digital Security Camera/Video and Emergency Communication System, and will the State provide incumbent vendors for each system?  
   • Please refer RFP documents for more information.